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The Secretary of the Society has a
small share in the creation of the
CHRONICLE of the Early American Industries Association. We hope there
is no conflict of interest involved
when we inform those readers of B-ARS
Plane Talk who do not subscribe to
the CHRONICLE that it frequently
carries articles of interest to plane
collectors and other students of
rhykenology as well as assorted fare
covering the whole spectrum of tools,
trades and crafts of our old time American workmen and, though to a limited extent, his European ancestors.
In the June 1984 issue of the CHRONICLE are printed two excellent articles on the history of plane makin ,

both interestinr1v illustrated with
photographs of representative planes.
Both are by B-A S members. Richard
Peiffer fills us in on his research
into the careers of Lancaster County
Penna. plane makers, John Schauer and
out both of whom
Jacob F. Bauder
only a few details have been previously written.
Larry Brundage returns to his lonr
time interest in the planemakers of
the state of Maine to provide biographical details on some twenty of
these little known Down Easters.
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NOTES & QUERIES
From Don Schweikert comes a tracing
of a wedge from a round plane stamped
inarectang ular border, JA&FW
NEWBOULD, BUFFALO, NY. Compare
A H NEWBOULD, DETROIT MICH., 184050. who also used a Chicago, Illinois address.

Reports of unusual names come from
William S. Phillips by way of Bud
Brown our roving correspondent:
M.SHULER - Moving fillister
GILLETT - Complex moulder
W.SHULTZ - 18C moulder
I.KREBER - 18th C moulder
Laurent Torno reports a fenced blokschaaf (actually a panel raiser) with
a carved throat dated 1792 and the
intaglio stamping of I VOLLEBREGT.

JA & FW NEWBOULD/BUFFALO, NY
Carl Bopp updates his report about
the initialers of planes marked Israel White to point out that as more
numbers are recorded the specialist
nature of the initialers is underscored. Eight out of 10 conventional
two arm plows are marked D.H. (one
J.S., one A.M.). All 20 sidebeads
are marked T.D. All 17 planes
marked W.M.D. cut some type of rabbet.
J.S. appears on 4 patent three arm
plows, two have no initials. Carl's
research continues and shows signs of
providing dates for the introduction
and abandonment of the practice. It
may also become clear why, if the
bench makers were specialists, it was
necessary for their marks to appear
at all.
We read of an 18th C. moulding plane
marked .1' C NORTHUP (perhaps Northrup) in Jack Bittner's auction announcement of April 15, 1983

Listed by Roy Arnold is a 1730 Dutch
Blockschaaf shaped to a gutter plane
profile. The toe is embossed MP
and the heel KKS. Perhaps one of
these was the maker.
A variant from the stamping of J.GREEN.
N.YORK as shown in American Wooden
Planes has been collected by Dan Semel.
These marks are apparently those of
Jacob Green who worked in NYC 185054. Dan's plane has a two deck label.
The name is embossed in a sawtooth
rectangle; N.YORK is embossed in
either a smooth sided rectangle or
one with very small indentations.
The AWP label is in one line with
name and address separated by a centraldot but the bordering is very
similar and it is difficult to tell
if the same stamp was altered to
produce both marks.

From Bud Steere's catalog of Dec.'82:
.A slide arm plow with thumbscrew retainers marked CHASE BROTHERS/
HAVERHILL in two places and W.H. in a
zig zag border.
.A 17" badger plane marked JAS HEN

DERSON
.A groove plank match which is of
interest because H.L.JAMES of Williamsburg, Mass, is struck over another
unreadable mark, still another indication that as far as individual planes
are concerned the known plane maker
marker was not necessarily the maker.
.A 11
/
2 " round marked I WEEDEN
.A 1
/
2" bead marked I COOMBS (?)
.A 1" N.Nutting found in a chest of
tools from Maine.

Vern Ward notes an astragal by
M.MARTIN in his Fine Tool Journal
of. Sept. '82.
Ebony smooth planes, one marked
D.A.HIGGINS, and the other H.WILLIAMS
are noted by Vern Ward in the FTJ
June '82. These may be owner makers.
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G.JOBEY
Recorded by Pill Gustafson
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CREASE TOOLS
by
Larry Brundage
In his 1844 advertisement on page 43 of the Portland Maine Directory,
Joseph Bradford states the following: "Would respectfully give notice
that he continues to manufacture and keeps constantly on hand for sale
Joiners tools, such as Bench Planes and Crease tools of every descrip tion". Instead of a lengthy litany describing grecian, ogee torus, cove
and bead, etc, etc, he and his contemporaries used the word Crease to
cover the molding spectrum. I also feel this theory is enhanced by examining two of Ken Robert& catalog reprints. The cover of the Arrowmammett 1857 catalog reads : "Invoice price list of Bench planes and
moulding tools &c". Now examine the cover of the 1872 Greenfield Tool
Co. catalog: wInvoice price list of Joiners Bench Planes, Moulding tools,
Handles, Plane irons &c". Substitute crease and it reads the same as
Bradford's ad of 1844. Also note that all three use the word tool instead
of plane. A search through Moxon's Mechanick Exercises failed to turn
UD Crease.
He just said "molding planes". On pages 71-74 of William L.
Warren's excellent treatise on Isaac Fitch, Connecticut joiner, his probate inventory is listed. At the top of page 72 is the following: " 1
Pannel plain 2/6, 25 moalding tools 37/6': Also on the bottom of page 73
is listed "1 panil plane 2/6 10 moulding tools 15/". I think the men
doing Isaac's inventory must have tipped the rum jug frequently, thiss
erasing their spelling memory tapes. On page 74 the prices of his "molden
tools" brought at public venue are stated. So, not only are the tools
called "crease" but "moldinR", "moulding","moalding" and lastly "molden".
It's enough to make one tip the rum jug until it creases, er, ceases to
flow. Since he probably talked to many joiners and carpenters, it's
Interesting that Moxon used the word molding and never crease. This leads
one to believe that the word may have been coined on our shores. Its
use certainly seems to be confined to the New England area.
HELP WANTED
Dwight Barker
I would like to build a reproduction of a
grooving plow plane manufactured by the Greenfield
Tool Company. A good picture of same can be found
in the book, AMERICAN WOOUWORAING TOOLS by Paul B.
Kebaoian and Dudley Witney - plate #6.
I can obtain all the materials: rosewood,
ooxwood, steel and brass. I plan to substitulie Delrin
for the ivory stop nuts. What I need is a dimensioned
drawing snowing orthographic views of this plane.
My Greenfield illustrated catalogue only snows a
lithographic 3/4 view.
If any memOers could furnish me with the
above information, I would be most grateful.
Dwight H. Barker
217 Anderson Lane
Ampler, PA 19002
(215) 542-6333
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i'?encA% 5a hey
David 0. Perch
Pendering: of the conztruction deta4 ls of an unusual French plane collected by our Ottawa correspondent, Dave Perch.
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S. FISK
Was He A Contemporary of
Deacon Francis Nicholson
or of His on John?
By
Richard T. De Avila
For some time I have had in my collection 2 18th C planes with
the
stamp of S. FISK. One is a plow plane, birch, riveted skate, arms riveted to fence, screws to fasten fences and depth stop, arms let in
to
fence: the 2nd. being a 3/16 astragal also birch, 9 7/8" long with
light fluting front and rear.
These pla:les were obtained from different sources in the Wrentham Norton Massachusetts area, and show outstanding quality of workmanship
in their construction, Eoth planes have a very light, delicate chamfering; the sides of the plow have slight chamfering in the style of
Nicholson and Chelor, only very much lighter and daintier. It is not
the heavy style we are accustomed to seeing in our early makers from
S.E. New England.
The astragal has the same light chamfer top and sides (sides not the
same as plow) with Jo.Fuller type fluting, again much smaller than
usual.
The Mark Z. FISK on the plow is perfectly centered in the "slot",
the astragal mark is in the "slot" but slightly askew. They are high
quality, professionally made stamps.
5/32" high X 5/8" wide with straight border.

In my first attempts to identify this maker I found that the only
S FISK listed in the probate records of Sulfolk, Norfolk, or Bristol
Counties (
Yass.) was one St,muell Fisk, cabinetmaker of Boston who
died in January 1797.
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S. FISK (con'td)
This Samuel had a house and large shop "Pleasantly situated on Boston
Neck" which were sold at public auction by his wife Hannah after his
death. The appraisal of Samuel's estate is a most complete listing of a
cabinetmaker's estate.
The fact that the 3 appraisors, Stephen Badlam, Nehemiah Munroe, and
Isaac Vose were well known and prominent cabinetmakers of the Boston area
assures us that it is complete in every respect, and deserves to be shared
with our readers.
(Ed. note: The inventory runs to 12 closely written pages. We hope to
transcribe and make it available in a later issue)
Upon the discovery of these documents I at first believed that I had
found the maker/owner of these tools. ( imagine my finding the only plow
plane of an 18th C Boston cabinetmaker!
But the style of these tools did not seem to conform to the style
of early Boston makers, so I was hesitant to write about them.
To add to my confusion there is listed by other sources one William
Fiske cabinetmaker Son of Samuel Fiske of Salem who were partners in
Vass.
The Boston Samuel Fisk indeed had a son named William who is listed
in his estate and was one of the cluster of cabinetmakers working around
the Willard clock works in Roxbury, Mass. after his father's death.
Last Fall I obtained another S.FISK plane. This was a panel plane
having an owner's stamp S. HILL (previous sighting in B-ARS). This is
another finely made tool and has the same delicate chamfering as the plow
plane. It is made of birch with offset 18th C style open tote.
Remembering that I had often noted the name HILL in the Rehoboth,
Mass. Vital Records, this led me to more searching in the Rehoboth area.
The following facts were then uncovered:
. On March 16, 1703 one Sbmuel Fisk of Providence and Methabel
Wheaton of Rehoboth filed intention of marriage. There is no further
mention in Rehoboth as to their mazriage and checking with the clerk's
office in Providence, no records appear of any Samuel being born, marrying or dying in Providence County.
. The next mention I find of Samuel Fisk is on the list of "Constant Hearers" of the Rehoboth Congregational Church in 1%ov. 1715.
These subscribers were "To have the Rehoboth Meeting House to help towards building the new". These itbnstant Hearers" were to contribute
I, 100 in 1715, b 100 in 1716 and the balance to finish the building in
1717. This apparently is the same meeting house that Francis Nicholson
and John Rolestone worked on from 1716 to 1718 as described by the Wings
in their excellent article on the Nicholson Family.
This list of these "Constant Hearers" shows us that there were
100 pews. The subscriber to No 17 was Samuell Fisk and No 42 was
Samuell Hill. No 93 was the entry "The First Man Mast -? We Make 93".
This is followed by 10 names, two of which are John Roulstone and Francis
Nicholson.
Perhaps S&muell Fisk and Samuell Hill had higher standing in the
town as to their placement, in the list than John Roulstone, and his.partner Francis who had to share No 93 with 8 other men.
The next and last entry we have in Rehoboth records of S.FISK is of a
son 5Amuel being born on March 23, 1727 to Josias Fisk and Sarah (Bishop).
Note that this Samuel's Mother's maiden name was Bishop. In Sept.
of 1716 John Roulsone and Francis Nicholson bought land in the town of
Rehoboth from one John Bishop("Constant Hearer" No 89).
1X-1-7

s,FTSK ( cont'd )
There is no further record of Samuel Fisk in the Rehoboth Record.
It appears that the key to this puzzle may lie in the S.FIEK, S.HILL
panel plane. The Fisk mark is perfectly centered in the "slot" and the
E.HILL mark (5/32" X 11/16") is above and slightly off center.
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Concerning the S. HILLS in the Rehoboth Records:19, 1713-4
(2) Samuel Hill born of Samuel (1) and Anne B Feb.
D. 1758
B.Dec. 14,1740
Deborah
and
(2)
Samuel
of
born
Hill
(3) Samuel
(4) Samuel born of Samuel (2) and Mary (2nd. wife) B.Aug.13,1753
B. June 1786
(5) Samuel born of Comfort and Polly
Samuel No I died in 1732 and is apparently the Samuel on the
estate
"Constant Hearer" list. His occupation does not appear on his
pounds
9
at
Tools"
"Carpenter
of
number
papers although it lists a fair
3 shillings. Compare to "Draught chains, log chains and Horse chains,
?) and other husbandry tools at 10 pounds 14 shillings.
(
Samuel (2) died in his 45th year in 1758 and is listed as a yeoman
with no large amount of tools and only 3 planes listed.
Samuel (3) is not recorded and probably died at an early age as his
father, Samuel (2) had a second son named Samuel (4) who was adopted
at 16 years of age in 1758 by one John Smith - (a possible A. SMITH
connection).
Samuel (5) appears to be too late for our consideration (1786).
What then does all this leave us with?
First, although I have not as yet determined the occupations of the
S.FISK's listed, I feel there are too many close connections here to be
just a coincidence.
I submit these speculations to our members for their consideration.
1. If Samuel Fisk and Samuel Hill listed as "Constant Hearers" in
the early meeting house records (1715) are our men then they would be
contemporaries of Francis Nicholson and possibly earlier.
2. If Samuel Fisk B. 1727 is our man and one of the later Hills
(No's 2 or 4) they would be contemporaries of John Nicholson.
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S. FISK ( cont'd.

3. The S. FISKs disappear from the Rehoboth Records after 1727 and
do not appear in any of the surrounding towns. Did Samuel Fisk (1)
move northward to Salem or Boston and have another son na='d Samuel in
Sa1em.in!1.740, (after the unrecorded death of S. Fisk (2) -?) The
connection between Salem, Mass and Boston-Roxbury area is apparent when
we understand that the British Blockaded the port of Boston after the
Boston "Tea Party" and made Salem the colonial capital. Many of the
Boston mechanics were forced to leave Boston and look for work elsewhere
during this period.
All this is speculation on my part, and I intend to continue my
search into all of the above and hope I will be able to report the results at a later date.
I welcome any inauiries from our members as to unidentified marks
or initials from 18th C planes that appear to be from S.E. Massachusetts
and will attempt to fill them in with any information I may have in the
many Probate Records, etc , that I have accumulated in my constant
search for new tool makers.
NOTES & QUERIES

At the time of the writing of
American Wooden Planes no sighting
of L.W.HAPGOOD, LOWELL (MASS) had
been reported. Directory listings
of this maker who worked in 1835-37
have now been supplemented by the
observation by Ery Schaffer of a
3/4" dado with Hapgood's label. Name
and address are in two separate
sawtooth impressions.
From Hap Moore comes these notations
.E PnRbE 9" birch reeding plane
with 18th C characteristics. Not
to be confused with the Jamaica, VT.
maker.
.18th C. 9" birch sash plane with
exactly the same form and early
characteristics as the E.PIERCE
above. Found together.
.J.WOOD- 91
/
2 " birch tongue plane without blade or wedge. 18th C characteristics. Unlisted maker.
An 8" block plane, with a Thistle
Brand, Auburn Tool Ob. iron, bears
the label h & j.W.KI1410.856/VARRANTED (SIC)/NFW YOU*: and the number, 48. Reported by Alan Chester,
this label does not sound particularly like that of a hardware store
because of the warrant:Ing of the
plane. The date should make it possible for a researcher to zero in on
the King records.
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Ronald Pearson reports the following as unlisted makers:
P.HARROP (18th C)
double bead
HALLIDAf (18th C)
Complex moulding
R.FOSDICK ZB
hollow plane
JOHN GILCREST
hollow
er)
OSBORN ZB
complex mold.
A.BOWMAN ZB
molding
A. McCELLUS (Sbackwards ZB)
molding
SOULE, WHITE & SPEAR/WAPREN
molding
I.CARPENTER, READING (incised)
molding
BLACKLER
molding
GEO.BURNHAm,AJR Amherst Mass. overstaro3d ARROWMAMMETT WORKS:
',4IDDLETOWN
molding
R.WELLS '(ZB) alone on a group of
three
molding
WOOD MANCHESTER (ZB) molding '
COLLINS/UTICA (no imprint in AWP)
molding
molding
W.ROWED (ZE)
molding
A.TULLOCH(ZB)
adjustable comADLEY
pass bottom smooth
plane
these
acquired
Bill Gustafson has
other
with
haul
a
in
unusual items
planes.
desirable
.1kP. CLUM (the surname reading is in
doubt) on a 9 7/16" rabbett
urA TULLOOE on a side rabbet ( a
mbulder with this name has been reported by Ron Pearson.
Bill is in the old tool business and
invites all who share his interest
to phone or call on him at his place
in Austerlitz, N.Y.

-

'-SETH SAYS

‘--Not long ago I picked up
#7 hollow marked UNION FACTORY/WARRANTED/1 & A
COPELAND. The first two lines are identical with those on an H. Chapin
plane I have. The mark represents visible evidence of the Copeland-Chapin
relationship that has been so interestingly explored for us by Ken Roberts
in WPINCA Vol II. I illustrate a tracing of the wedge from the Copeland
plane. The label will not rub clear enough for reproduction.

Carlos Ball writes us about the 1.4r;q:TICH•lark submimed
by an unknown contributor in PT VITI-4-5. He says that
it is the mark of an owner of considerable historical
importance in Connecticut.
Isaac
Fitch was an architect,
builder and cabinet maket living in Lebanon CT,1734-91,
who was closely associated with the Colonial Governor
Jonathan Trumbull.
Some of his buildings and furniture
survive locally.
Tha inventory of his estate at his
death included some 1)0 woodworking tools, 44 of which
were planes including a grooving plow, a panel plane,
3 fore planes, 7 smoolhing planes, 7 jointers and 25
moulders, but no jack planes listed as such.
There
were also 32 chisels and seven wooden squares.
The
comparatively large numbers of some of these tools
suggests to Carlos that they were used by employees or
associates, which Fitch is known to have had.
Carlos
adds that it is doubtful that any planes were being
made or sold at that time in rural Connecticut,
so
that it was a good idEa for the owner to mark his
tools
if they were to be "cl- ecked out" by others.

T
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Ed. Note: A paperback book, Isaac 7itch of Lebanon, Connecticut, 7aster
sed by The Antiouarian
Joiner 173-172 by William L. Warren waF u
barks Z:ociety of i- artford, Conn. 4 n 1 .1 7F,. Copiez 7:a.,/ still be
et Is located at
but we do not krl w the nr4 ce. The
Hartfro,
.777
7t.,

NOTES & QUERIES
The following items are noted from
tool dealers catalogs or auction lists.
The entries are rendered as nearly as
possible as given in the catalogs.
Represented, not necessarily in the
order of the entries were: Birchland
Antiques, Bud Steere, Iron Horse
Antiques, Murray & Crane, David Stanley:
. side bead plane in beech, 1/16".
Nicely boxed. WOODROW & CO/SALISBURY
. Cornice molding plane 4 3/4" X
91
/
2" in beech. 2 3/4" iron. Has front
pull hole, EDGARTON/BUFFALO (spelling is different from AWP entry)
. Marked Samuel Ellis with an early
looking stamp, but it's low on the
nose, 3/8" flat chamfers,
small complex moulding.
. Plane with 18th C characteristics
by an unrecorded maker s T.BARLOW.
Relieved wedge with round finial,
relief chamfer at top of throat,
pronounced moulded step, Beech, 91
/
2"
long. Ca 1800. Narrow nosing plane.
. Very narrow 1/8" grooving plane
with integral depth stop. Maker is
F * NICHOLSON/LIVING IN/WRENTHAM.
Crude S.G. on nose. 9 7/8" long, birch,
wedge a restoration.
. 18th C. plow plane by I.ROHRBACH.
Unrecorded maker. Skate riveted,
fence riveted to arms 9" long, beech.
Wedged oval top arms.
. 22" Wood jointer plane J.E.ANDERSON.
. A pair of 1
4
/ " Dutch t & g planes
stamped HW with crown
. A miniature beech grooving plane
less than 5" long cutting a groove
1/10" wide, by I BELL/WHITHAVEN, zb
If you don't get the catalog published by Mechanick's Workbench
then you don't know that JOHN LINDENBERGER, planemaker of Providence, R.I.
C.LINDENBERGER was John's son, Christopher who moved to Ohio after 1817
where he and later his sons engaged in
planemaking.
A subscription for the balance of '84
to Mechanick.'s Workbench catalogs
is available for $18. Address is
P.O. Box 544, Marion, MASS 02738. The
November issue will contain a selection of the fascinating research
on early tool manufacturers done by
proprietors, Anne & Don Wing.

A label BOND & SARGENT/BUFFALO in
two sawtooth rectangles was inherited by Russ Scovill . The plane is a
2" skewed rabbet that belonged to his
grandfather. Planes features suggest
Casey or later Auburn Tool and the
Plane bears an INCH mark in a sawtooth border that exactly matches a
similar plane marked Casey Kitchell
& Co.
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A bead plane with the embossed mark
W & J HUNT/RACINE has been sighted
by Erv. Schaffer. Ery believes
that Racine, Wisconsin is meant for
the plane was seen in that state.
Style is 19th C. We hope to learn
that the Hunts have been identified from Racine record5,
We learn from John Haltmeyer something more about L.J.FARWELL
-7). John owns a 1 gallon, stoneware crock made by a Milwaukee
potter named J.Maxfield who is believed to have worked in the 1850's.
The crock bears Farwell's business
adv. brushed in blue L.J.FARWELL/
MILWAUKEE/HARDARE, GLASS &c, &c/
AT WHOLESALE & RETAIL.

FACTORY REJECTS
John W. Evans

I recently acquired a group of six unfinished moulding planes: four
Barton 051 rounds (sizes 2, 4, 6 and 12) and two Sandusky #92 (size 3
hollow, size 5 round). All machining operations have been carried out on
the plane bodies, including maker and number stampings, but none has received
the final sanding, polishing and oiling necessary to finish it. The wedges
have been fitted and all but one are present; however, they have not been
cleaned up and finished, and the final floating and smoothing of wedge slots
and throats has not been done. No irons were ever fitted to any of these
planes. Condition and patina of all six are identical, suggesting a common
date between 1865 and 1875.
Close examination suggests that each plane is an example of defective
workmanship that would not have survived a quality control inspection. The
apparent defects are as follows:
Barton, size 2: Bed not true.
Barton, sizes 4 and 6: Incorrect placement of throat miter, necessitating
a second kerf, at another angle, in order to open the mouth.
Barton, size 12: Wedge slot not true, creating excessive side play at
the top.
Sandusky, size 3 hollow and size 5 round: Drill used to start wedge
slot on top of plane body was either too large or off center, so
that slot could not be cleaned up. Arcs still visible beside wedge.
Three of the Barton planes have the following inscription, written in
pencil, on their right sides:

D.R.

•E

§:

F) )‹
Both Sandusky planes have the number 441664 written in pencil on their
sides; the size 3 hollow has "1
/
2" written on the heel, "1
/
2 inch" written on the
side; the size 5 round has "3/4 inch" written on the toe.
Although my reading to date has not been exhaustive, it does indicate to
me that little if anything has been written about quality control in the plane
factories. We know there were inspectors, and any collector who has studied
the usual factory products will agree that standards for workmanship were high.
It is true that at least some of the factories produced a second-quality line,
either under a special trade name or as anonymous tools supplied to dealers in
lower-priced lines. However, such planes normally had minor material defects
that did not affect function--knots, stains, and wild spots or blemishes in the
grain. They do not seem to have suffered from inferior workmanship. It was
inevitable that fitters would occasionally botch their work, and it appears
certain that no manufacturer would want any botched planes, bearing the firm
name, to leave the factory. They were undoubtedly consigned to the scrap
heap and used as firewood for the boilers.
A number of questions come to mind. Why did these six planes survive?
Were they kept on hand as examples of what not to do, as object lessons to
apprentice fitters? Were they taken home on the sly by some workman who
planned to fit irons to them but never got around to it? Were they merely
souvenirs of some fitter's first faulty efforts as an apprentice and kept by
him for that reason? What, precisely, were the factory policies in regard to
disposal of rejects and how rigorously were they enforced? How frequently are
such unfinished planes encountered by collectors today?
Authoritative answers to these questions might be of considerable general
interest. Does anyone have them?
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A. TbOmas Grgnt Flow
by Bill Gustafson
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One of the very few recorded Thomas Grant plows several of which have been
pictured or described in previous issues.
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THREE UNUSUAL MARKERS
BY
Dale Butterworth
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A Small Japenese Plane
by John W. Evans
b[seit')LL
(2 1...6NE

JAPANESE

t'iriRK (IN
(K01-4

Small Japanese Plane: This plane is interesting because of its unusually small
size and because of the inscription branded on its upper surface with a hot
iron. The die seems to have been well made and may have been a casting. The
cutting iron has a maker's mark. To date I have not located a person of Japanese
origin who could translate the inscription, although one person thought it might
denote ownership by some workshop or factory in Japan. It appears to be old, and
its tapered iron acts as its own wedge, as described by Salaman. Perhaps one of
the members is Japanese and can provide a translation.
I have another Japanese plane which is unmarked and probably dates from the
late Nineteenth Century. It measures 11" x 3-1/16" x 1-3/8" and has a 2-3/8"
iron. The iron is thick and tapered and acts as its own wedge; the lap weld is
clearly visible. The plane also has a supplementary iron wedge and cross pin,
which are entirely superflous, as the iron is fitted so tightly that it can be
adjusted only with difficulty and determination. This plane is noteworthy only
in that current machine-made imports resemble it closely and indicate the evolution
of a traditional form when set beside it.

DO A
- lT IT HURT
THEY BOPP YOU ?

PUZZLE PLANES BY E. V.. CARPENTER
by
Rich Peiffer
In my research on E. W. Carpenter,planemaker of
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, J. have collected or observed many of his
planes. Some of these
are quite unusual as to sole profile or functi
on. Sketched below are
eleven of these. Can you tell me what to call them
and what specific
purposes they were intended for?
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Carpenter Puzzle Planes (contd)
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Carpenter Puzzle Planes (contd)
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NOTES & QUERIES
Bob Graham reports that he owns an
I BLOSSO plane also marked LP in a
sawtooth oval. Compare Freedman report in VIII-3-5
Bill Baader adds a second Dutch plane
marked with the crowned initials A.H.
It is a 1" round, 11 1/8" long and
has an iron by G. Serringhaus.
From Bud Brown a report of an Israel
,MtIke also stamped SOLD BY/H.GILBERT/
HARRISBURG.

On a handsome moulder collected
by
Dan Semel is the embossed label
McDONALD - FOSTER & PORTER in a
long sawtooth rectangle. It is
numbered 141 on the nose and both
1.1f and 3/4 on the heel. Was this
a dealer or an unrecorded maker?
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ROGER K. SMITH, Editor
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In Planetalk, Vol VIII, No. 3, Le,vid Moore requested
informatien about the ZENITH tn. with abbreviation M.W.H. CO.
This was the Marshall-Wells iierdware Co. with headquarters in
Duluth Mn. and branches in Portland, Or. and other' far west
U.S. & Canadian cities.
Kendall Bassett has sent nhotoponies of several pares
from a M.W.H. CC. catalog showing the ZENITH tm. on nearly
all their croenter
other tools, including saws, hammers,
axes, etc,. Ken thinks the ZENITH logo was used c. 1903CO. started in 1893 at Duluth and ceased operations
19140.
about 1960. They still exist in Canada.
DULUTH
Apnarently the Sargent Co. sunplied them with iron planes
Fig. J.
c. 1906. Your editor has observed several sizes of iron bench planes
that have the ZENITH logo, as shown in Fig. 2. Most of the planes examined have the
unusual frog adjustment as shown in patent NO. ?.224,951- pranted to John H. Shaw, of the
Sargent Co., on July 3, 1906. See cutaway view, Fig. 3 end P-Tv1A, np. 252 & 253, for
additional information on these planes. Sargent iron nlanes of the regular style have
also been observed with the ZENITH logo.
The M.W.E. CO. catalog for 1919 indicates they were selling nearly the
complete line of Stanley bench & special-purpose planes with either the
Stanley or Zenith label—the Zenith line being priced slightly lower. Bailey-type
wood bottom planes with the.','enith tm. rn the s o are shown but do not anpear
to be of Stanley's manufacture.
Other brands of descending quality also used by M.W.H. CC. are listed
below. These names possibly apneared on planes.
A special thanks goes to Ken Bassett for information provided on
PC.
Zenith, (pronounced Zee-nith) meaning the Highest Point. This Brand actually
represents the very Highest Grade of Merchandise in each of our respective lines.
Every item under this Brand is not only thoroughly inspected and tested by the
Factory making it. but is thoroughly inspected and tested in our own Laboratory.
Under this Brand we guarantee twelve perfect items in each dozen. Any Zenith
item that does not give complete satisfaction will be replaced by us, without charge.
Fig. 2
,=PMARSVIEkk10%
Marswelis Brand represents a
grade equal in every respect to
Zenith. The same care is given
to the manufacturing, testing
and inspection and carries the
Zenith Guarantee.

The Hartford Brand represents
manufacturers first grade. This
line does not receive the careful
test given Zenith or Marswells
Brand.. It is a thoroughly reliable
line. Guaranteed against defects
in material and workmanship.

Northern King Brand represents
standard grade merchandise
Many customers recognize Northern King as an extra good competitive brand.
Superior Brand represents a thoroughly reliable standard priced
article.
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GATLEY'S PATi.NT SHO
At the Richard Crane Auction in Nashua,
N.H. on Arril ln, 1991.1 an unusual iron
shootboard plane wss offered. It was item
NC. 79 shown on 7. 10, in the Crane catalog.
The aOnstinp screw hnd the markin2.s H.A.
0ATLEv ?AT. JAN. 20, 187b. This was
o,tent NO. 1) ,58R grnted to Henry A.
Gatley of S. Boston, Mass. on that date.
Unfortunately, the lever cap & cutter are
missing.

BOARD PLANE

The patent drawing illustrates a
cnnventional wooden smooth plane with
the patented adjustment features. Apparently,
as in many cases, after it got off the drawing
hoard and went into production the features
were used on metallic planes only. This is
the only example ef Gatley's work extant, so
we do not know how many other types of planes
were manufactured. We would like to hear of
other examples. The shootboard plane is now
in the collection of John TregFiari.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. •

H. A. GATLEY.

Bench -Planes.
No. 146,588.

HENRY A. GATLEV, OF SOUTH BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Patented len. 20,1874.

IMPROVEMENT IN BENCH-PLANES.
Apec rotinn forming port of Lei N.Y.. Patent No. 140.555. .lat..1.7annery 40,1574; •rplIestlasi Med
December O. 15:1.
To oil rrhont it rung mown:
Be it known that I I TENItT ALLEN CATLET
of South Boston, in the comity of SiinOlk and
State of Massachusetts, have invented a nenawl useful Improvement in Bencli•Planes„ of
which the following is a specification:
Figure 1 is a vertical longitudinal section of
n plane to which my improvement has been
applied. Fig. 2 is a detail section of the same,
taken through the line z r, Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is
a detail view of the plate. swiveled screw, and
movable ant. Fig. 4 is a detail view of the
platie.irons. Fig. 5 is a detail view of Vie
locking•plate.
Similar letters of reference indicate corresponding parts.
My invention has for its object to funds,' an
Improved attachment fir jack and other baud
planes, which will enable the plane-irons to be
easily, accurately, and quickly attached, de.
teethed, mid adjusted without liaminering.and
u intent any danger of springing the plane
and making it untrue, annul which shall be simile in construction and cm: venient in rise.
The invention consist,: in the plate, the swiveled screw, and its limy:IL/le nut, in cotinhina.
lion with the plane. irons, arid the locking.
plate and its screws for serui•ing, the said planeIrons adjustably to a plane-atock, (Is herein.
after fully described.
.1 rvioosents the plaine-stock. which may be
made of x nod or ivan. and about the constroction of which there ic 'nothing !let% II are
the plane-irons, which are vonst'.1, :e.h 11.1 se.
clinea to cacti Mho; in Ole or.lor iry anani nnor.
( is a plate, a Welt is !!•( :into the stnek. A at thy
rut-per part of the inclined i•-ca, for the planeirons II, so that. its tipper sorfacc riay Is• (Iasi"
with the surface of the said seat, and staid' is
secured to said stock by four screws To the

A. HEALD

upper part of the lower side of the plate Caro
secured two liv.s C' to which is swiveled a
hands-crew, hi, the liand.piece of which projects above the stock A, so that it can he conveniently operated. Upon the screw 1), between the lugs C', is placed a nut, E, which is
nnanle sins a toe upon its upper edge, ohich
projects through n slot in the plate C, and en.
ters a bole in the plane.irona B, so that the
said plane irons may be adjusted by taming
the screw
F is the locking•plate, which is.
placed r,I.our the ripper side of the plane-irons
B, and has a hole formed in its lower part to
receive a screw, G, which passes throngh a
link in the plane•irons B, and is screwed into
a screwhole in the plate C. The lower part
of tlie hole thronigh the plate F is made large
to allow the head of the screw 0 to pass
through, and its tipper part is made narrow to
fit main the body of the said screw 0, as
shroann in Fig. 3. II is n hatid-aerevr, which
pos-ses through a screw -hole in the plate F,
awl the fornard end of which rests against
the plane irons it. so that, by turning the handscrewii billiard, the plate F acts as a lever
to kick the plane.irmis It securely in place.
Has ing I bus desci died iny invention, I claim
as new, and desire to m•eure by letters Fateat—
lire j.i:rtc null lugs
swiveled screw A,
and movahle mot E. in n onibina than with the
plane irons It, met lockiogplate F and its
II. for seeming I Ile said plane-irons
&emu s
anljn innt,ly to a planie•strick, snistantially as
ben-in shoo in and desorilssi.
IIENIt AI LES GATI,ET.

.ffyy J

Witilm,ext
.lotur T. Comm,
Jortv 11CDONLLD.

SON,

Manufkcinrers Of

Bench Planes irLdCooper Tools

The ill,..istr-,ted ad for A. HEkL5 & SON,
olsnemakers of ..ilford,
is fro Loading
E--usiness Xen -f Nashua
':Ieor7e F. Facon
7u1,. Cn., Sote-n, 1890, p. 98. Addison
:fl:Ifc-1 'r^m 196F
lth '
;:n
al÷nn jn!nPd nim
209,
Kijurt-,Fr,t
,

MECHANIC MILLS, MILFORD, N. H.
Price List Sent on

Application. All Our Planes Warranted.
P. S. All kinds of Picture Pratues manufactured to order and
Pictures Framed tit moderate cost.
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Ca?I'CILLET'S PYfENT

Larry Nealley haF -ent ir photos of a
nice craftsman-made ste1-c-3-ed rabbet Ilane.
1:" w. Tne wo( d corIt iF 13u 1p. x 1 11/1.
and handle are t:f beech. Annarenti:., old
oz.
SOW b' de were +:se.1 for --'-rd in the
&
steel on one side. An cl -+ +tbnle:' cr.Itter
th'
and it is
was altered for uss
ee photo section.
secured by a sin-le holt.
MciarOSH-HEATHER
CLEVElka,

%.;

I

Lan Weinstock tried
0, gte a cony of
Patent index wh:
is
jffic ,
r, the
rrc‘..c,d
have
is
the ::rench index
V . :L, NO. 1, r,t+r
s r
cky members
whh may hi , !,c2.,i(:nHv
.
cc,old do us a
great ser.-.
'471 this patent. This
is an update on 1j1, Chardoillet story and
photos in Planotaik (IMP section), Vol. 111,
NO.
20 &. supplement.
1983,

6,

h,

Don Nood has sent in a ruhhiru of an
-Print on a cutter which came with a iiailey-type
woodbottom plane. The mark has McINTOSH
HEATPER-CLEVHAND with a thistle-like device
between the names. Any information on this
probable hardwrre dealer would he appreciated.

NC. 35

L.H.F. CO.
LITTLESTNN, PA.

PATTFP.N'='S ROUTER PLANE
Lan Weinstock reports a nicely made
brass router plane, 10" lg. (Foe photo
section) The markin._.0 !-:ALT.: BY E. WIL570N
a,-e 5-tamped on . c.!
1-et thzt someone with 'energy'
could find fr. aanson list(.:d as a pattcrnmaker in some
Puniness :,irectery.

Bob hittman has informed us of a low
quality version of the Stanley NC. 11C block
plane in his collection. It has thP raised
letters L.H.1,. CO.-LITT:IFTOWN, PA. cast
around the front knob. Any information on
this maker would be appreciated.
CLEAN CUT
9ob Kaune informs us that the brand name
CLEtN CUT was used on plPnes and other tools
ILEN CO. of =-Ein
sold by L.UNHA.- CAi.LG
Francisco, Ca.

, 7"
The Pilot ilihee1 tre,
.*2wn here
at-nears
of Tre
n '..1-i1L, iron
block
. A Hcck
mc..1 markings is Ftier
:izrAw
Cr.
t.
1.1 left colu..,J.;
-ivsa

kr.'114 "

:1.'' rtity or locai nn o:
nlaner,eking
wouTh : - recinte ;ir,./ information
laker.

L. BAILEY'S POCKET BLOCK PLANE.
. We desire to call attention to our NEW JOINERS' POCKET BLOCK PLANE. We
'believe this tool when once seen will speak for itself more pointedly than anything
we could possibly say. It is simplicity itself, both in construction and operation,
.and the nicest working tool ever made, and specially recommended for amateurs,
pattern makers, light scroll saw work, etc., etc.
No. 12, 4 In. in length, 15 In. cutter, japanned fi nish, polhihed trhurninga
Nu. 1214 4yft In. in length, 15 in. cutter, jig's:int:a fi nish, nickel-pluted trimmings

each.
$0.85
1.00

12 doz
Wm,
12.00

, .c.7--LA4b3144*-

Sent by mail, posiatre paid, on receipt of price.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue aud Price List.
PutentudOeteber 9, 1$17.

Manufactured by LEONARD BAILEY & CO, liailfOrd, OMB.
i lvertisement from the Amhrican Duilder magazinc, reh. 1. 7r4.
IX-1-21

Advertisement of Chaplin's Improved Plane. Carpentry 5, Building. c. 1905.
The Dec. 24, 1902 date was in error and should be Dec. 23. 1902.
AR

AHEAD

for

Smooth,
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work

and , holtung

edge
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YOUR

VERDICT

ON

TRYING

CHAPLIN'S IMPROVED PLANES
eateured Feb. 14. 12199. Oct. 30
1900, Dec. 24 1902

We invite

We want yoo to have a Copy ol
our booklet

- A 'Plane. Talk About

the

a Good Planer •

Severest
Comparative
Tests

e vant Oyu to have a copy.
• r ti.. booklet you really and
In ...yr business.
Wv'll gladly send rots thu
h. .••:.let with .4.0. compliments.
•mptls
reeetpt of your
•,41.iest

Tower & Lyon Company, 95 Chambers Street, New York
Several years ago your re editor came across the ad above, which mentioned the
booklet entitled, A Plane Talk About a 3ood ?lane.
e was on the lookout for a copy,
and last fall was able to locate one. 7-;n'ortunately, th,: center signature which contains
pn. 7 , 8, 9
10 is missing. There is a total of 16 pc, including the covers. The cover
7.nd three on. ere renrodlTed below to give the membership a sampling of the contents.
It would bn imprnctical to reprint this booklet without the missing pages. however,
5f any member has a complete copy and is willing to loan it, arrangements Will be made
to reprint it
distribute one copy, gratis, to each member of BARS.

I' "T

Talk about a good Plane
&&&&& ••••••••••••...a.••••••••••••••••••••••••••1

PRICES OF

Chaplin's Improved Patent Iron Planes.
NVITH SMOOTH BOTTOMS AND
CHECKERED RUBBER HANDLES.
No. 203. Smooth Plane, 8 in. long-1g in Cutter
$3 25
,,
" 205.
9
2
"
3 50
" 207. Jack
" 15 " "
26 "
4 25
208. Fore
" 18 " "
23''s "
5 00
" 210. Jointer
"
22 " "
2X. "
5
75
41
t
i
" 211.
" 24 " "
24 "
6 75
The prices for the Chaplin's Improved Planes wit '1 smooth bottoms-see list above—are the same, as for the corrugated bottoms. and we will
accept
and fill orders—as also for the Block Blanes—see pages 10 and 11—on
the
same terms.
,

••••••••••••••••••••••
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"
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Tower & Lyon Company
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

New York

A "Plane" Talk About a Good Plane
They say a man is judged by the company he keeps.
The carpenter is certainly judged by his tools.
The expert carpenter,—the man of. long experience, invariably appreciates the value of good tools ; tools that not only save labor when in actual
use, but which require the least attention when not in use,—which require the
least adjustment, the least sharpening, and the least repairs.
the angle or bevel to which our Cutting Bits are ground and
sharpened. Do not change this angle in re-sharpening ! I t is the best
For years the perfect plane has been eagerly sought.
for uniformly smooth work and for holding thelcutting edge !
—2—
In re-sharpening, be careful to keep the bevel on a straight, line, not an
oval or rocking bevel.
—13—

-()ricE

Frank Flynn reorts on two iron bench plan's. One
hns the 4y,Cir3ION I2 tm. cast
into a nickel-plated lever can and also stamped on the
cutter.
he other Tlane hes
COR9AIR cast into the bed. Your editor ,lieves the
Corscir nlanes are still being mfr.
on Long J.sland,
but does nct have an addrorz. nr .ther informatio
n.

Five beautifully made Dutch moulding planes bear the crowned initials
IBM. One of them also has the
strike J DONALDSON/J.HALL/ST. LOUIS.MO. All were collected together. Did a
Dutch planemaker come to
St. Louis and make planes or did Donaldson and Hall import Dutch planes?
I would like to hear comments from B-ARS members, particularly St. Louis based ones,
about the possible history of these unusual planes which are perhaps the most perfectly detailed
I have ever seen.
(Ed. Note: Ken Roberts in WPINCA lists a Julius Morisse as active in St. Louis;
the PollakF in AWP
Identify him as a hardware dealer. We mention him only because his early date is
roughly contemporary with the period of Donaldson and Hall and because variations on Morisse, probably
forms of Maurice,are not uncommon in Holland. The I for J convention did hang on into the 19th
Century in some
cases and It is not beyond imagination that a Dutch planemaker could have emigrated
to US and to
St. Louis.)

PLANE TALK PHOTO SUPPLE1ENT

IX - 1 & IX - 2

Plane by JOHN BASSET OF NORTON owned
by Ken Bassett.

Pictured is an Austrian double rabbet
plane owned by Bill Baader. It is
371
/
2" long and is dated 1761. The
top is carved in a heart and shell
design arranged in a circle. The plane
may be of maple but is so darkened
with age as to be ambiguous. The irons
are primitively forged.
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